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Amazon: From A Book Retailer to the Most

Customer-Centric Company

In April 1, 2015, Amazon unveiled its latest innovation Amazon dash

button in US. The gadget has the logo of some of the favorite brands/

products and can be stick to flat surface. If a customer have run out of

that particular brand or product the customer need to just push the

button, the refill will be dispatched to his or her home. The customers

felt it was a prank by the company. Company officials assured that it’s

functional and it’s not for fooling people. “Yes, it is real,” an Amazon

spoke person said of the dash button.

Amazon: Evolution and History

Amazon was founded by Jeff Bezos in 1995 at Seattle, US which can

serve as online platform for buying books. He believed that Internet

could offer the convenience of browsing more book titles at a time.

Amazon fulfilled orders of customers from 50 states and 45 countries

within one month of its operation. The company focused on

technological innovation to make it more customer-centric so that it

can offer more types of products conveniently at the lowest price. In

1997, Amazon was listed in NASDAQ started trading under the “AMZN”.

During 1998, Amazon diversified into music and movies. It acquired

Internet Movie Data base (IMDb).  The first international sites for

Amazon UK and Germany – Amazon.co.uk and Amazon.de were

launched in 1998. In 1999, the company diversified into consumer

electronics, toys and game stores. It also launched its marketplace to
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allow third party merchants to sell their products in Amazon website

during the year 2000. Amazon started programs such as Selling on

Amazon, Fulfillment by Amazon, Amazon Web store, Checkout by

Amazon which can help these retailers to reach consumers of Amazon.

In 2001, Amazon made a revolutionary move by introducing the look

inside the book TM and in store pick up.  Amazon launched Amazon

Web services (AWS) which provides cloud computing services to other

companies in 2006. AWS helps the businesses to take advantage of

Amazon’s expertise and economies of scale to access resources when

companies need them and deliver faster results at low costs. Amazon

prime was launched in 2005 with the intention of free two-day

shipping for an annual subscription fee of $79. According to the

company it has reached 20 million memberships in 2014.  In 2006,

Amazon Unbox ™ , was launched which is a Digital Video Download

Service which allow customers to instantly see videos on their laptops

and tablets which was discontinued recently.

In 2007, Amazon introduced Kindle which is a portable reader which

could wirelessly download books, magazines and newspaper which

is having a high resolution electronic ink display that looks and reads

like real paper. Kindle paper white was the most advanced e-reader

with 62%more pixels, 25% more contrast and priced comparatively

lower than ipad and other competing tablets.

Amazon launched Kindle 2, Kindle application for IPhone and IPod

touch in 2009. It acquired Zappos.com during this year. In 2011, Amazon

sold more books through Kindle than print books.  It also announced

the global roll out of amazon virtual private cloud (Amazon VPC) during

this year. Amazon launched its own advertising network to effectively

reach its customers. Kindle Owner’s lending library was another

initiative that Amazon launched in 2011.

In 2012, up next a 3D mapping company was acquired by amazon, so

that they can compete with Apple and Google maps.  It also opened

portal for International mobile apps distribution in this year. Kindle

Fire and Kindle Fire HD was updated Kindle reader which was launched
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by Amazon in 2012. During this year its ad revenue generated from its

network was around $610 million. Amazon app shop was also launched

in this year. One of the strategic moves made by Amazon was its entry

into US whole sale and distribution market with Amazon supply which

offered products from wholesalers and retailers.

Amazon launched Kindle Fire HD 8.9 version and new service Baby

wish list during 2013.  It also started Luggage shop and launched garden

furniture under the name “strathwood” during this year. Amazon story

builder was a new tool that was launched in this year which helps

writers to build Movie and series outlines.  In 2014, Amazon teamed

with Samsung, Warner bros, Lions gate and others to pioneer 4KUltra

HD Experience for others. Amazon also launched Amazon Fire TV which

made Netflix, Prime instant video(for Prime members) , Watch ESPN

and others easy to watch in Big screen TV.  Amazon coins were made

available in US, UK and Germany for customers to buy, spend and earn

on Android devices. It also introduced collective coins store in May

2014. Amazon Dash was introduced in April 2014, which made grocery

shopping easy for consumers with Amazon Fresh in US. In June 2014,

Amazon made another significant move by the launch of its smart

phone Amazon Fire. The phone had unique features like 3D like images

and fire fly button that could scan the environment for products and

objects that are available for purchase in Amazon. Even though this

smart phone could be the game changer for Amazon which is famed

for its customer-centricity, but it could not create the desired impact

among consumers. It also launched Prime now in December 2014 for

its Prime members which ensured One hour Delivery for Daily

essentials in US. In 2015, Amazon Dash button was launched for specific

brands which made reordering process very easy by a simple press of

the button.

E-commerce Industry: A Global Perspective

Business to Consumer (B2C) e-commerce sales is estimated at USD

1.471 Trillion and projected to grow at the rate of 15.6 % in

2015(emarketer,2014). But saturation of internet usage can slow down

the growth over a period of time.
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Globally, Western Europe, North America which includes US and

Canada remains as leading region for ecommerce sales in 2014. If look

at country wise US and China leading ecommerce markets with a

combined sales of more than 55%. China is expected to emerge as

one of the major ecommerce markets in 2018 with sales of USD 1

trillion accounting for more than 40% of global ecommerce. USA is

expected to gain the second place with an ecommerce sale of USD 500

billion followed by UK with a quarter sales compared with US

ecommerce sales. China and UK have a higher proportion of online to

total retail sales compared with US which indicates higher e-commerce

activities in these countries.

Asia pacific region is expected to surpass North American region by

2015-2016 period. Another important trend expected is the emergence

of countries like India, Indonesia in enhancing the ecommerce sales

in Asia pacific region. The shifting of larger population to online and
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first time buyers is the major reason for growth of ecommerce in

Asia-pacific region. It’s estimated that Asia pacific region will have

47% of the digital buyers in 2014 even though they form 16.9% of the

total population of that region. (E-marketer, 2014). Countries like

Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Russia, Italy and Canada are expected to

contribute more to the growth of global ecommerce sales. The

countries in Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America, Middle East

and African regions where E-commerce penetration is very low

compared with other regions.
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Amazon and Global Ecommerce

Amazon continues to dominate the e-commerce sales globally with

retail sales of USD 61 Billion in 2013. It emerged as the largest online

retailer with its gross merchandise value (GMV) estimated at USD 140

billion of which USD 73.5 billion generated by third party sellers

(Deloitte, 2015). It considered as a market disrupter whenever it enters

a new category. Its expansion into online grocery under the name

‘Amazon fresh’ in Seattle has already changed dynamics of the online

grocery industry in US. Amazon is one company which is leveraging

technology to enhance customer experience. They already created

convenient mobile experiences for the customers.  Another area of

focus area for Amazon is faster retailing with same day delivery in

certain areas like US, Germany and Canada which is forcing other

companies to follow it. They have introduced one day delivery in

selected cities in India. They also started Prime Air service in which

drones will deliver packages within 30 minutes in US. These

interventions are going to change ecommerce industry in long run.

Amazon is one of the companies who have invested in innovation

labs to create technologies which can lead them to be more customer

centric.

Online Grocery Retailing and Amazon

Online grocery sales estimated USD 36 Billion in 2013 and projected to

reach USD 100 billion by 2018 (BCG, 2013). Online grocery shopping is

growing at 20 to 50 percent in developed markets and will increase in

other markets. It forms 3.3 % of the total grocery market in US, 5 %

total grocery market in UK, 3 percent in France and 4 percent in South

Korea in 2013. According to recent reports the US market are expected

to grow at a rate of 13 % and projected to reach 11 percent by 2023.

Amazon Fresh is on the expansion path with launching their operations

in two cities –San Francisco and Los Angeles in 2013. Its online sales is

not limited to fresh grocery but also other items ranging from toys,

electronics to house hold goods. Company is following a methodical

approach with the goal of expanding into more cities over time.
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According to recent consumer study by AT Kearney, groceries are

emerging as one of the categories preferred by consumers for online

purchase. The global average is 45 % for online grocery purchase with

promising trends across different countries.

Being Customer Centric – The Amazon Way

The Customer centric approach is the key to success of any business.

In a competitive business environment success is determined by your

understanding about the customer needs and expectations. Company

needs to understand how, when and where to provide utility to

customers. Companies like Amazon, Apple, and Google are some of

the companies that have strong customer orientation. With the

introduction of Amazon Kindle, Amazon changed the book reading

habits of people. Over a period of time, the prime focus of Amazon

was to emerge as the most customer-centric company in the globe by

leveraging technology.

Amazon Dash is one of the innovative introductions made by Amazon

to enhance the convenience of customers shopping from Amazon

Fresh. Dash is a front end device which can revolutionise the way

online grocery purchase is done through Amazon Fresh. Imagine the

scenario in which the woman holding her baby want to order items,

she’s fumbling to take her smart phone out, then to scan the QR code,

tapping on the screen and in case the sensor on the camera did not

read the code clearly. This frustrating experience is replaced by Dash.

It’s easier. Sometimes a little easier in life can make a big difference.

It’s a small wand which has voice control and built in bar code reader

that makes your ordering a simple affair even you are at home. If you

want to buy a pineapple just hold the voice button and say ‘pineapple’.

If you want a branded product, you need to scan the bar code; brand

will be added to your basket on Amazon Fresh and delivered at your

door steps. This shows how Amazon is orienting its efforts to become

the most customer-centric company.

Amazon Dash button is recently launched by Amazon. It was launched

in April 2015 which has made shopping much easier for Amazon Prime
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customers. It has 248 products with Dash button. Dash Button is simple

to set up. Use the Amazon app on your smartphone to easily connect

to your home Wi-Fi network and select the product you want to reorder

with Dash Button. Once connected, a single press automatically places

your order. Amazon sends an order alert to your phone, so it’s easy to

cancel if you change your mind. Unless you elect otherwise, Dash

Button responds only to your first press until your order is delivered.

It comes with a reusable adhesive and a hook so you can hang, stick,

or place it right where you need it. The Dash Button is handy in the

kitchen, bath and laundry or anywhere you store your favourite

products. When you’re running out of stock, simply press Dash Button

and Amazon quickly delivers household favourites so you can skip

the last-minute trip to the store.

By Amazon dash button, company had made another step to be close

with the customer and to enhance the customer convenience. This is

clearly a smart move by Amazon and advantage for brands in long run.

It means more regular, repeat purchase, more loyalty and brand

affinity in long run. But some of the major questions arises is how

many people are going to prefer this sort of convenience?  Whether

shopping in retail outlets and online platforms is turning to be hectic,

inconvenient and boring for consumers? Finally it will also sometimes

bring the worst in the people by encouraging them to push the button

only which may or may not happen.  The company need to think that

whether being too much consumer centric is sustainable in long run

and the possible impacts on its business environment.
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Consolidated Financial Statement

Reference: www. Amazon .com –Annual report- 2014
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Reference: www. Amazon .com –Annual report- 2014
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Reference: www. Amazon .com –Annual report- 2012
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Reference: http: //www.pcmag .com/article 2/0, 2817, PC Mag.com

(April, 2014)
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Reference: www. USAtoday.com –April 2015
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Retail Ecommerce Sales in Total Retail Sales in Selected

Countries
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AT Kearney Consumer Survey – Online Retail and Category

Preference
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